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Seryrce Projecfs: Developing Shared Servant Leadership
Within a Group and the Community
ABSTRACT
This research application project provides guidelines for how a leader
would plan a service project using two leadership models: shared leadership and
servant leadership. These two leadership models complement each other; a
service project using only one would lack the depth of the models used
simultaneously.
Shared leadership develops skills and deepens engagement among group
members as well as utilizes the expertise within the organization receiving the
service. Service that incorporates an educational component enriches the
experience for participants. Asset-based community development emphasizes
the gifts and resources of the people in a community, not the deficiencies. An
examination of the risks and rewards of shared leadership is provided.
A servant leader, according to Robert Greenleaf, is a leader who is
conscious of the needs of others and makes these needs a top priority.
Definitions and examples for planning a service project incorporating the ten
characteristics of the servant leadership model are provided. The servant
leadership model is compared with the transformational leadership model.
The paper then applies the shared servant leadership model, to four case
studies: a day of service, service as part of a travel seminar, extended service
within one's community, and a partnership in service between two organizations.
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Participating in service projects is a very common activity for corporations,
women's groups, and faith-based organizations as a way to give back to the
community. Many of these groups use service projects to build teamwork and
create a feeling of goodwill. Some employers believe that allowing employees to
engage in community service creates a good public image for the company,
provides an opportunity for employees to learn new skills, and is a way to build
cohesion among staff members (Hodges, 1995, p. 34). Service projects can also
be an excellent way to lift the morale of employees because of the positive
accomplishment and the sense of giving back to the community an employee
may experience.
Many nonprofit organizations use volunteers to complete a large amount
of their daily operations, and the volunteer's time greatly furthers the efforts of the
organization's mission. Even helping with simple tasks such as serving a meal,
organizing a room full of donations, filing, or washing floors is helpful, because it
allows the professionals of the organization to use their skills to meet the needs
of the clients. A volunteer's donation of time equates to dollars for the nonprofit
as shown in the table below:
Volunteer Statistics
l1,r/
" 2002 per hour value of volunteering is $16.54 per hour up from $15.39 in 2000
* Estimated annual dollar value of adult volunteers in Minnesota: $6.7 billion (2001)
(From the World Wide Web 4-22{3. <http:/Artrww.volunteertwincities.org/resources/statistics.php>.)
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The value of the volunteer's donation of time has a big impact for
nonprofits, but there are other ways to measure success when planning group
service projects. A leader should consider the following questions: Why is it
important to do a service project? What is the goal? What does the leader hope
the group will learn? How would the leader hope the group would reflect on the
experience once it is over? What is the leader's role compared to the role of
each of the group members? These questions can help focus a leader on the
numerous goals of conducting a service project, beside the oveft goal of
participating in a caring act.
A leader could use many different leadership models when planning a
project with a group. Leaders may not realize they are selecting a model to use
as they are planning a service project, and might only be acting on what they
think is expected from the group, or what they think their role should be. Not
considering the leadership model that a group will follow is very common as there
are many details to plan. The details of planning a service project are important
and the amount of care given to these details will affect the outcome of the
experience. Moreover, the leadership model used while planning the project will
have a greater effect on the outcome because it will affect how every detail is
constructed. The leadership model used will have significant effects on how the
group functions, group dynamics, expectations, goals and result.
As previously stated, service projects are an excellent way to develop
skills and build group cohesion. A leader who is interested in developing the
skills of a group would greatly benefit from organizing the service experience
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using the shared leadership model. Shared Ieadership is not only beneficial to
group members; combining the leadership within the community or nonprofit
organization with that of the participants is a way to add depth and perspective to
the learning experience. Use of the servant leadership model provides an ethical
basis, with emphasis on the development of people and relationships.
Conjunctionally, the use of the shared leadership model with the servant
leadership model, places the focus on sharing the leadership, developing skills of
participants, and giving high regard to nurturing relationships and sound ethical
principles.
The target audiences for this leadership application project are corporate
groups, educational institutions, and faith-based organizations that would !ike to
plan service projects on an on-going basis. The purpose of this paper is to
provide the rationale for the use of the two leadership models, shared leadership
and servant leadership, because this will greatly enhance a service project
experience. This paper will start by describing the shared leadership model and
the servant leadership model and continue with an evaluation of a combined
model: the shared servant leadership model. Concrete examples for using these
two leadership models for planning will be provided, as well as case studies to
illustrate these models. This paper will conclude with personal reflections on the




ll.) Two Leadership Models
A.l Shefed Lea4ership
Val Arnold, the senior vice president of executive consulting services for
Personal Decisions lnternational, in Minneapolis, Minnesota, has established six
basic principles for developing shared leadership:
These six principles identify many of the initial conversations that a leader must
have with the group members. The leader is still the main person in charge of
the group. Yet, the leader's role now includes tasks such as facilitating the
group, maintaining the structure of the leadership model, and acting as a coach
to the individuals of the group.
David Bradford and Allen Cohen, authors of the bestseller: Power Up:
Transformino Organizations Through Shared Leadership, have designed the
following four questions for a leader interested in implementing the shared
leadership model:
Six Basic Principles for Developing $hared Leadership
1.) Authoriff issues are heightened in group settings.
2.) The members must be open to the team concept.
3.) Everyone needs to feel they count.
4.) Team members need to feel they are part of something worth while.
5.) Everyone must have clearly defined roles.
6.) Someone must be responsible for facilitating the team's functioning.
(Arnold, 1995, p. 13)
Four Questions for a Leader Establishing Shared Leadership
1.) How wil! ownership be created?
2.) How will free and open discussion be encouraged?
3.) How will the thoughts of the leader be heard without inhibiting the views of the
group members?
4.) Does the group have sufficient expertise to accomplish this task, or will
outside help be needed?
Bradford & Cohen, 1998, . 5s.)
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These six basic principles and four questions are what a leader should seriously
consider when determining if this model is fitting for the leader's skills, for the
group and for the project. Leaders considering this model will need to determine
if they have the skills needed for implementation such as strong communication,
facilitation, and especially an openness to releasing some of the power and
responsibility to the group. The act of letting this power extend to the group
might be a philosophical shift for the leader, but definitely it is an act of trust in
the group members. To do this, the leader must have a drive to see others
participate in the decision-making, and receive an intrinsic satisfaction from
empowering others.
The leader should also be aware that the concept of "shared leadership"
might be a new process for some individuals who are used to traditional
hierarchal power structures. These individuals will need much more explanation
of the benefits before agreeing to let the leadership be shared. The transition for
people who are used to one individual in a power position making the decisions,
to now sharing in the decision-making may be difficult. They may feel
incompetent, vulnerable, threatened or simply uncomfortable in this situation.
This is why it is impoilant for a leader who is trying to establish shared leadership
to have lots of conversations and explanations of the benefits of this new model
before a decision is made to adapt a shared leadership model.
lf buy-in is not established and the tasks given are outside of the abilities
or skill set of the individual, the leader can expect challenges. "ln a self-directed
team, the authority shifts from person to person depending on the task at hand,
Augsburg College t-ihrary
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and this shifting leadership will frustrate the members' need for a clear authority
figure" (Arnold, 1996, p. 12). Tension can be eased through the use of group
discussion and clarifying the decision making process.
Yet, there still may be reservations, especially if the people planning the
project are not true peers to begin with. When planning a service project with an
organization or a faith-based group, it is possible that group members could be
varying ages and have different levels of self-confidence, education, and
experience with service or planning.
Bradford and Cohen believe that there are three possible reservations of
group members with establishing shared leadership. These three reservations
include: 1.) Fear that subordinates wil! not really take the larger perspective; 2.)
Concern that people will not operate as a mature, cohesive group; and 3.) Doubt
about the ability of people to operate with others in ways that are direct, honest,
and constructive (Bradford & Cohen, 1998, p. 60)
A component of these reservations may be that some group members are
not quite ready. Before buy-in can be established, group readiness must be
created. Bradford and Cohen suggest that the leader begin by asking a question
to the group such as. "l want to share more responsibility with this team, but I see
how hard that is because we haven't developed traditions of rowing this boat
together. What can we do to move us in this direction?" (Bradford & Cohen,
1998, p 62). Shared leadership therefore, begins with the discussion of whether
this model is "do-able" among the group. Making this decision together is the
first component to determining group readiness and establishing buy-in.
l3
Establishing shared leadership requires a substantial amount of initial
work of planning and delegating. lt is not a simple structure to maintain; yet there
are vast benefits of sharing the leadership. The development of skills of
individuals, for example, are potentially skills that will transfer into another
setting. This leadership model is a fine way to coach and train others as well as
tap the creativity of the group members and find further solutions for problem
solving. The use of the shared leadership model is an excellent way for a group
to:
r create ownership of a project
. engage group members
. develop team cohesion, and
. develop leadership skills of the individuals.
Essentially, creating shared leadership is sharing the responsibility for tasks and
developing leadership skills in others.
1.) Comparison to the Transactional Leadershio Model
Most organizations function using the transactional leadership model, and
an individual who is accustomed to this model may have a difficult time making
the transition to the shared leadership model. "A transactional culture
concentrates on explicit and implicit contractual relationships. Job assignments
are in writing accompanied with statements about conditions of employment,
rules, regulations, benefits and disciplinary codes" (Bass, 1998, p. 65). Most of
the "conditions of employment" are written solely by the employer and the
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employee has little to no input. Further, in transactional leadership, "innovation
and risk taking are discouraged" (Bass, 1998, p. 65).
ln contrast, the shared leadership model encourages innovation and risk
taking. Within the shared leadership model, individuals are encouraged to try
new leadership styles and the emphasis is on the team effort and growth. The
shared leadership model requires that the leader has refined facilitation and
communication skills. The leader is the mentor, coach, facilitator and
encourager.
ln the shared leadership model, the individuals and the leader decide the
roles and responsibilities. Within these roles and responsibilities the focus is on
taking risks, learning new skills and working together as a team. The relationship
in the shared leadership model is more horizontal whereas in the transactional
leadership model, it is vertical.
Shared Ieadership has great rewards for participants because it
emphasizes the talents of the group members. There is lots of initial work to set
up this model and, if it is not given a substantial amount of organization, there are
risks of failure. The following table lists some of the rewards and risks of the
shared leadership model.
Besides the risks of building shared leadership, there is also plenty of
communication that is needed in establishing shared leadership as well as
continually maintaining the structure. The communication needed in the
beginning includes:
r exploring the expectations of the leader and participants
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. establishing buy-in of participants
e listing and dividing the leadership roles and responsibilities, and
r documenting the decisions made for further follow-up.
This initial communication is crucial to selecting the right person or group
for each task, so as not to give tasks to people who do not have, or are not
interested in learning the skills needed to complete the tasks.
2.) Shafe-d Leadership with the Group
Sharing the leadership with the group when planning seruice projects is
conducted on two Ievels. The first level is involving the group with the logistical
details and educational components of the experience. The second level is
involving the group in preparing emotionally for the experience. This section will
first cover the logistical and educational components, and then will cover the
emotional preparations.
lnvolving the group in managing the details is an excellent way to share
the leadership. First, the group should decide together what the details for the
prolect would entail. Considerations should be made for number of participants,
types of service desired, and duration of the project. Group members can
participate in the following planning:
. Establishing and maintaining contacts,
r Establishing date, time, location,
r Determining type and duration of project,
r Arranging transportation,
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. Coordinating supplies needed (example = tools),
o Raising funds or a donation,
r Organizing refreshments (food and drink), and
r Researching educational needs for the group.
Once these responsibilities have been delegated to the group, the leader should
continue to check in with group members during the preparation period to
monitor the process and provide assistance where needed.
ln the past decade, educational institutions have made substantial
changes in their approach to exposing students to experiential education by
implementing requirements such as a service project or an internship. There are
now statewide and national organizations to assist teachers when planning
experiential education activities with students. lf educational institutions have
learned the benefits of service learning versus simple community service,
shouldn't corporations or faith-based groups also implement an educational
component when planning their service projects?
The educational component of a seruice project is just as important as the
service itself if volunteers are going to both give and receive (learn) during the
event. Service learning is distinguished from community service by its attention
to education prior to the experience, training and explanations during the
experience, and reflection, during and after the experience is completed. Of
course, community service is helpful, but if not planned properly there is a risk
that the participants will develop or reinforce misconceived understandings from
the experience. lt is also important to learn from (not just about) the people being
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served. lf the point of the project is to donate time to a worthy cause, it is
essential that participants are educated about the experience to understand why
the donation of time is important. During a seruice project, it is common for a
participant to encounter new ideas or pieces of information. lf these ideas are
not prefaced with factual guidance and reasoning, it is easy for a volunteer to
misinterpret information encountered during the experience.
Group members can share the leadership by helping to train the group on
educational aspects of the experience that will bring depth and knowledge for
group members. The current knowledge of the group witl need to be assessed
before the training is planned. Group members with more experience would
probably be better equipped to lead than someone who is new to participating in
service projects. Of course, using community expeils for the training is a key
component of sharing the leadership during service projects, and this will be
discussed at a later point in this paper.
The second way to share the leadership with a group is to involve the
group with emotional preparations. lt is important to remember that not only will
every group differ in emotional readiness, but every group member will as well.
These differences are normal and should be acknowledged by the group leader
to foster an environment where diversity of experience is accepted. A group
discussion regarding hopes, concerns, expectations and values should be
conducted and the group members with more experience can help facilitate this
discussion. Of course, the intensity of the discussions should match the intensity
and duration of the experience.
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Another discussion that is very important is to have the group think about
their role during the service project. There is a foundational principle that I think
is important to examine when planning service projects and that is to recognize
the gifts and needs of all people. Often, service projects are planned by "seeing
a need" in a community and rallying a group who can "fulfill this need". The
problem is that fulfilling a need is not this simple. lndeed, service projects have
helped communities and service-based organizations, but the mistake is made
when the servers consider themselves without needs. Other mistakes are when
the servers think they know what the community needs or has done wrong based
on value judgments, or when the community being served thinks that it cannot
fulfill these needs on its own, or worse, that the people in the community have
nothing to give to others.
To think that one group of people has no needs is to deny the second
group the opportunity to be a giver. The relationship between these kinds of
groups is shallow and only moves in one direction, from the giver to the receiver.
To be in a giving role is to be in a power role. lf one group never considers its
own needs, this group will not be open to receiving gifts from others. I believe
that all people have gifts to share, and that all people have needs. lt is part of our
humanity to be in relationship with others, to both give and receive.
To illustrate this point, I will share an example. \trdhen I worked in Denver
at the Urban Servant Corps, I organized service projects for junior high to college
age youth in the inner city. Groups would come for a week or weekend to
volunteer in many of the urban social service organizations. Part of my
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orientation was to facilitate a discussion of exactly what gifts and needs are
common for all people. Groups would describe gifts such as time, possessions,
money and hard work, and needs such as housing, food, and water. I
challenged the groups to think more broadly about gifts and needs of humans.
Together we would make lists of gifts, for example:
. the gift of sharing stories about one's life,
. the gift of sharing a meal with another person,
. the gift of offering advice or feedback,
. the gift of respecting efforts towards overcoming
obstacles,
. the gift of asking a challenging question, and
. the gift of comforting another human being.
These gifts increase knowledge and perspectives about the world. These gifts
increase levels of compassion for others. The gift of engaging in dialogue with
another adds depth to relationships and increases understanding. These are the
sorts of gifts that add value and depth to our lives.
Our lists of needs included:
o the need to feel value and meaning,
o the need to feel unique,
. the need to feel capable of overcoming challenging
situations,
I the need to feel cared for,
. the need to feel thanked and respected,
20
r the need to feel hope and encouragement, and especially
. the need to feel joy or humor.
As the groups departed for their volunteer experiences, I asked them to keep a
mental Iist of the gifts received during the experience and we would discuss
these upon completion of the experience. With this orientation, many individuals
were surprised by how many gifts they received during the experience.
Especially when initially, many came with the expectation that they would be the
only people doing the "giving". Group members can assist with this discussion
and any other discussion the group deems impoftant for preparing the entire
group emotionally for the experience.
3.) Shared Leadership with the Community
Another important aspect of shared leadership within service projects is to
consider the leadership within the community that will be served. Augmenting
current efforts and using the leadership from organizations already established in
a community will add depth to the project. To plan a service project without this
consideration is to miss the richness and the experience the leaders in the
community have to offer.
The following three questions provide an excellent beginning to involving
the community in the leadership:
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Three Questions for Planning Service Proiects in a Community
1.) Does the strategy involve citizens in meaningful and empowering ways from
the beginning?
2.) ls there a collaborative framework or forum to support meaningfu! interactions
and negotiations among all of these stakeholders?
3.) Will each of these families of stakeholders - citizens, institutional leaders and
governmental leaders - feel the effort is being done with them... not to them?
(Potapchuk, 1996, p. 57)
The first question focuses on the importance of doing meaningful service.
Meaningful does not signify that the service project needs to be complex.
Meaning can be added by understanding why help on a particular task is needed.
Washing a floor at a shelter can be meaningful if the volunteer understands that it
allows a trained staff member to have extra time to spend with a client. The
meaning is in the understanding.
The second question emphasizes interaction with stakeholders.
Requesting an orientation before or after the experience should be a top priority
when planning a service project as it will add a new level of knowledge for
participants. Stakeholders of a community include: elected officials, clients of a
nonprofit organization, staff members, board members and long term volunteers.
To plan a question and answer session with the stakeholders and the group is
something that would add depth to the experience. Participants in the service
project should have an opportunity to prepare questions in advance.
The third question, l/Vill each of these families of stakeholders - citizens,
institutional leaders and governmental leaders - feel the effort is being done with
them... notto them?, is very important and relevant. New service projects should
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join the momentum of projects already existing within the comrnunity. ln terms of
the shared leadership model, participating in what a community has already
deemed impoftant is using the expertise of the community. This approach
honors the fact that the community knows what is best for itself.
These three questions are closely related to the asset-based community
development approach because it involves using the experts in the community to
teach the group. Searching for the "gifts and needs" in a community, using the
community development vocabulary, is called identifying assets and deficiencies.
John McKnight and Jody Kretzmann have created an asset-based approach for
community development. Their approach is to start by looking for the gifts and
resources of a community. Asset-based community development "insists on
beginning with a clear commitment to discovering a community's capacities and
assets" compared to the more traditional community development that focuses
"ol'l a community's needs, deficiencies and human resources" (Kretzmann &
McKnight, 1996, p. 23).
The danger of deficiency-based community development is that it only
looks to fulfill needs in the community. This places value judgments on a
communaty, and can have damaging repercussions. The damage occurs when
members of the community begin to believe that there are no assets in their
community, and all needs must be met by the assistance of outsiders
(Kretzmann & McKnight, 1996, p. 24). This is an example of a self-fulfilling
prophecy. Enough people send the message and the community begins to
believe it.
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When planning service projects, understanding the gifts and needs
component of the experience will augment the level of depth and awareness.
Understanding how important gifts and needs are in a service project (of both
group members and the community where the service will take place) is the first
step to developing shared leadership. A leader who recognizes that a group has
gifts and needs hopefully will encourage the individuals of the group to use these
gifts, or reflect upon these needs. By allowing members to use their gifts, the
leader releases power to determine the end result. This requires a certain
amount of self-confidence for the group leader, but also a willingness to honor
the experience and giftedness of others. In processing the needs of the group
members, the leader will have to assume a nurturing or mentoring role and build
an environment where group members find their voices within the group.
The following table lists the risks and rewards of the shared leadership
model.





* lncreases level of creativity. Builds problem solving ability
* Creates sense of teamwork
* Develops leaders
Risks
" Demands varied skill-sets
* lncreases decision makers
* Minimizes control of leader
* Takes more time
* Lowers efficiency
* Produces challenges if participants
don't agree
* Produces challenges if roles and
responsibilities are not delegated well
(Meadows, 1990, p. 545-548)
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There are many rewards in the shared leadership model. These rewards will
increase the creativity skills, ownership, and problem solving ability of
participants. The risks are that this model requires a considerable amount of
effort to establish and maintain. But, for those who are interested in leadership,
the biggest strength of this model is the emphasis on buiHing leaders.
B.l Servant Leadership Model
Robert Greenleaf (1904-1990) originally coined the term servant
leadership in 1970. His writings encouraged others to rethink leadership as a
power role and start thinking about leadership as a supportive and mentoring role
(Greenleaf, 1991, p. 3-4). He states. "lt begins with the natural feeling that one
wants to serve, to serve first. Then conscious choice brings one to aspire to
lead" (Greenleaf, 1991 , p. 7). A servant leader, according to Greenleaf, is a
leader who is conscious of the needs of others and makes these needs a top
priority. In the servant leadership model, a leader is similar to a caring coach,
mentor or teacher.
Greenleaf was not the first person to think about how to be a servant to
others in a leadership capacity, "lt was Christianity's founder, Jesus Christ, who
first taught the concept of servant leadership. From the narrative accounts of his
life in the Bible, it is evident that servant leadership was taught and practiced
more than two thousand years ago" (Sendjaya & Sarros, 2002, p. 58). Jesus is
upheld as a role model of how to love and serve in one's community. He
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frequently has been Iabeled a mentor and a teacher. ln the Bible there are
numerous examples of how Jesus was a servant to others.
Greenleafs gift to organizational development is his understanding of a
leader as one who serves others. "Greenleaf felt that the role of the
organizational leader was fulfilled in seruing others - employees, customers, and
community - in order to establish a sense of community and share decision
making while, at the same time, setting high standards and leading by example"
(Rouse, 1995, p. 1a60).
1 .) Ten CoEponents of the Servant Leadership Model
Larry Spears, a contemporary and friend of Greenleaf, is also an editor
and writer. The two men have collaborated on their understandings of
leadership, especially with a servant emphasis. Spears has researched
Greenleaf s writings and has established 10 characteristics that define a servant
leader. These 10 characteristics are listed in the following table.
2.) Comparison to the Transformational Leadership Model
There are other leadership models that are very similar to servant
leadership or use similar language. For example, transformational leadership is






















a model that was originally identified by James MacGregor Burns in 1978. Burns
is widely known as a political historian and for his analysis of political leaders.
He states that transformational leadership "occurs when one or more persons
engage with others in such a way that leaders and followers raise one another to
the highest levels of motivation and morality" (Burns, 1978, p. 20). This model
emphasizes that change must happen in both the leader and follower and that
this change must be morally grounded. He further concludes that "perhaps the
most modern example is Gandhi, who aroused and elevated the hopes and
demands of millions of lndians" (Burns, 1978, p 20). The transformational
leadership theory as similar to the servant leadership theory in its moral emphasis
on the Ieader's actions.
Bernard M. Bass and Paul Steidlmeier, of the Center for Leadership
Studies and School of Management at Binghamton University, have further
developed Burn's transformational leadership theory. Bass believes that "leaders
are truly transformational when they increase awareness of what is right, good,
important, and beautiful, when they help to elevate followers' needs for
achievement and self-actualization, when they foster followers to go beyond their
self-interests for the good of their group, organization, or society" (Bass, 1997, p,
4). Greenleaf would affirm this: "servant leadership emphasizes service to
others, a holistic approach to work, personal development and shared decision
making - characteristics that place it squarely in the mainstream of conventional
talk about empowerment, total quality and participative management" (Lee &
Zemke, 1993, p. 21).
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This section will now define each of the ten characteristics according to
Greenleaf. lncluded are personal reflections of each as well as examples of how
a leader who is planning a service project would exemplify each characteristic.
a.) Listening. Greenleaf describes listening as wanting to understand
(Greenleaf, 1991, p. 10). Listening to understand is an active behavior. lt
involves trying to understand how a person is feeling, and the content of whatis
being expressed. !t is trying to understand the perspective of another. To do
this, leaders must clear their minds of what they anticipate will be said and listen
to what is actually being said.
I believe building trust is a key component to listening. Someone who
does not trust another will probably not share deeply. lt is curious that listening is
listed first in the list of the characteristics of a servant leader. Perhaps this is
because listening is where the servant leader should start when engaging in
relationship with another.
When planning service projects, listening is also a key element. Wanting
to understand the perspective of a community organization is important. Are
communlty members or an organization even being asked what service would be
helpful, or ls the group imposing their beliefs about what is needed? A servant
leader should also listen forwhat is nof being said. What have group members
expressed or hinted they are excited or nervous about during the service project?
For a leader who is interested in developing shared leadership, listening will be
important from the beginning. Through listening to the dialogue of the group
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members, the leader will be able to facilitate discussions, monitor decision-
making and collect data for proper feedback.
b) Empathv. Greenleaf distinguishes between a person, and that person's
performance, in his understanding of empathy. He writes: "The servant always
accepts and empathizes, never rejects. The servant as leader always
empathizes, always accepts the person but sometimes refuses to accept some of
the person's effort or performance as good enough" (Greenleaf, 1991 , p. 12-13).
Greenleaf recognizes that people are not perfect. Yet, through his willingness to
be acceptlng of a person, he is able to raise the standard for the performance.
This said another way, a leader should be caring and understanding, but expect
great effort and growth.
I believe that empathy is knowing the experience of another and
understand how experiences have shaped who they are. A key component of
empathy is to not be judgmental, but to use information known about another as
a vantage point for perspective. A leader who uses empathy knows that
everyone starts life in a different place and understands the power shuffle of
education, health, race, and money.
For a leader planning a service project, it will be important to learn about
the level of engagement the individuals of a group have previously had with
service projects. ln recognizing that each group member may have a different
comfort level for service, the leader should be ready to support, encourage or
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challenge group members. ln this case, empathy is acknowledging the servers
needs to feel value and meaning.
c) Healing. Recognizing the importance of the search for wholeness in
both the servant-leader and the followers is important; wholeness does not
happen without healing the wounds of the past. Greenleaf states about healing:
"Perhaps, as with the minister and the doctor, the servant-leader might also
acknowledge that his own healing is his motivation. There is something subtle
communicated to one who is being served and led if, implicit in the compact
between servant-leader and led, is the understanding that the search for
wholeness is something they share" (Greenleaf, 1991, p.27).
I believe healing is the process towards finding wholeness after one has
been broken. When healing has transpired, one is able to look back at an
experience and process it objectively, and possibly state what one has learned.
Of course, different circumstances might require deeper levels of work towards
healing. Spears states: "Learning to heal is a powerful force for transformation
and integration. One of the great strengths of servant-leadership is the potential
for healing one's self and others" (Spears, 1995, p. 5).
ln thinking about healing when planning service projects, it is important to
consider what form of healing the participants might be searching for. Part of the
healing could be acknowledging that previous service projects were not
meaningful. Or, that participants feel guilty for not being more involved in their
community. Or, acknowledging that the people in need of service might not have
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chosen to be in the situation. This type of healing is probably not possible during
a service project, but learning and discussing where pain and disappointment
might be, are steps toward healing.
d) Awareness. For Greenleaf, being aware is to take note of many details
and to store this information for further assessment. Greenleaf states: "When
one is aware, there is more than the usual alertness, more intense contact with
the immediate situation, and more is stored away in the unconscious computer to
produce intuitive insights in the future when needed" (Greenleaf, 1991, p. 1g). lt
is also important to be aware as a leader of how one is behaving or feeling in a
situation. For example, did the leader plan enough time or space for personal
renewal? Does the leader get stressed out when logistics do not go as planned?
For what tasks will the leader need help from others? Spears writes: "General
awareness, and especially self-awareness, strengthens the servant-leader.
Making a commitment to foster awareness can be scary - one never knows what
one may discover!" (Spears, 1995, p. 5).
I believe to be aware is noting the details on two Ievels, the factual (how
logistics, timing and tools worked or did not work), and to note the relational
details (how people are connecting or not connecting with each other). To be
aware of these things will help a leader prepare for similar events in the future,
and hopefully, continue to increase effectiveness. A leader who knows what is
going on will be more successful.
Wren planning service projects, it is extremely important to be aware of
the many factors that are a paft of the experience such as the relationships
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created, location, history, economic situations, climate, and type of service
planned. Asking many questions before the experience and being prepared for
the unknown will help a servant leader be prepared. Leaders should also be
aware that they many not be able to predict all the factors of the experience and
how the day, weeks or months will unfold. Being aware that there might be
unknowns will help a leader be adaptable and flexible.
e) Persuasion. Persuasion, according to Greenleaf, is unavoidable, but
the servant-leader still has the obligation to make certain that it is helpful, not
harmful. He states: "lf coercive power is used (and I do not foresee a utopian
society in which it will not be used), do not the users of that power have an
obligation to be aware of the potential danger and prepare a meliorative strategy
that minimizes the damage to the social fabric?" (Greenleaf, 1978, p. 5)
Greenleaf expresses the importance of being aware of potential ramifications of
persuasion.
I believe that persuasion has an agenda, lthink to be a servant and be
persuasive, a leader must be grounded in ethical decision making and morality.
Ethics involves thinking about what is good for all of humanity. It is about
considering and weighing all sides and going forward in a manner that will not be
harmful to others. To be ethically persuasive is to realize what effect the
persuasion may have on others and be ready to address this.
For a leader planning a service project, persuasion could be demonstrated
in many ways. For example, it may be to
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r encourage others to take a step out of their comfort zone,
. to invite others to become a leader themselves and become more
involved in the community, or
r to suggest to others that they suspend judgment and engage in a new
relationship.
Servant leaders must be ready for challenges to what they are trying to persuade
others to do and as long as leaders are ethically grounded, convincing others of
the reasoning hopefully will be easier.
fl Conceptualization. Conceptualization is the ability to "think beyond the
day-to-day reality" and think about Iong term goals (Spears, 1995, p. 6). This is
understanding the big picture and taking into account the vision and mission of
an organization or project.
I think conceptualization for a servant leader is understanding how the
means selected each day affect the end product or goal. For example, I believe
an organization that is working on a social justice mission, but does not pay a
living wage to its employees is diminishing its mission. The mission and goal are
important, but the day-to-day policies are the means to the end.
Conceptualization, in a service project with shared leadership, is paying
attention to the big picture goals and results. A leader should ask the question;
"How would this group reflect on this experience a year from now?" The leaders
should also consider how the project will have made a difference a year from
now. lf the answer is that there will be no difference, the leader should make
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adjustments or make a sustainable goal for the service project. Otherwise, the
efforts of the service project are just a simple fix without long term results.
Further, the experiene,e of a service project is strengthened when a group can
conceptualize how their efforts fit into the whole. This big-picture
conceptualization adds understanding and meaning.
q) Foresight. Greenleaf states: "Foresight means regarding the events of
the instant moment and constantly comparing them with a series of projections
made in the past and at the same time projecting future events" (Greenleaf,
1991, p. 18). lt is the ability to predict the future by knowing past history and
current details, and to predict potential outcomes.
I agree with Greenleafs assessment of foresight and think that it provides
the ability to prepare for the unknown, and furthermore, the ability to plan for it.
Having foresight during a service project is preparing for how people will work
together, or struggle to be cooperative. lt involves careful preparation. When I
worked for Habitat for Humanity of Greater Miami, as we were preparing for a
large group on the worksite, the dlrector of construction would state; "Well, we've
planned for the known, but there will always be the unknown and that is where
we will be tested on our ability to work together." Just saying that there will be
the unknown during the event is acknowledging that things might happen that are
not planned. This man's comment reminded the staff to take note of things that
happened that were not planned, and to pay attention to how the staff worked
together.
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h) Stewafdship. Both Greenleaf and Spears agree that stewardship
involves considering the needs of others. Greenleaf states that the servant
leader first needs to make sure that other people's highest priority needs are
being served (Greenleaf, 1991 , p. 7).
I think stewardship is taking care of both people and resources. For
people, this means that the relationship involves respect for people and how they
are treated. The care given for people is given with the intrinsic desire to see
people at their best. Resources should also be treated with care. This is
demonstrated by not wasting, destroying, or hoarding resources, but by being
resourceful through sharing and caring for them.
To be a steward during a service project is to pay attention to the needs of
others. The needs could be of group members or people outside of the group,
such as the people working at a nonprofit or receiving services. One must know
what other's needs are before being able to care. For example, to care for a
group member is to observe how group members are responding during their
service. Group members will need a break, words of encouragement and
appreciation, and an explanation of how a donation of time fits into the big
picture. To be a steward at a nonprofit organizing service projects is to realize
that it is not a "volunteer training" organization, and that staff may have many
responsibilities during the service day in addition to hosting a group of
volunteers. To be a steward to the people receiving services is to view the
people as equals and not to snap photographs or categorize them as "different".
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To be a steward of resources during a service project is to understand
what resources are used and needed. For example, I worked with a group of
high school students in Denver who inquired of the staff at a shelter what items
were needed for the guests. The students learned that personal clothing items
such as new socks and underwear were what the shelter needed most. The
students responded by having a sock and underwear drive and donated
hundreds of these items to the shelter.
i) Commitment to the Grovuth of the People. "Servant-leaders believe that
people have an intrinsic value beyond their tangible contributions as workers. As
such, servant-leaders are deeply committed to the personal, professional and
spiritual grov,rth of each and every individual within the institution" (Spears, 1995,
p. 7).
I think to be committed to the grovuth of people is to meet people where
they are in terms of development, and to see people as existential and evolving.
Being committed to the grovuth of people is understanding how individuals learn
and grow. A leader should provide situations for gradual risk-taking to encourage
grov'rth. lndividuals will need different levels and kinds of support when trying
something new. The seruant leader is committed to the growth of people and is
flexible depending on what support is needed.
During a service project, a leader should patiently encourage ideas and
new experiences that bring the group outside of comfort zones. Still, there may
be a variation of what is comfortable for some individuals compared with what is
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comfortable for others. For example, individuals who do not have any
experience doing a service project might need more guidance through the
experience than someone who volunteers frequently. lt is possible that both of
these individuals will be in the same group and the leader will have to be
committed to the growth of each.
i) Building Communitv.
Building community is an integral part of a servant leader's role in getting
people to work together in an organization. "Servant-leaders seek to identify a
means for building community among those who work within a given institution"
(Spears, 1995, p. 7)
I think to build community is to build positive relationships between
individuals, relationships that increase knowledge and understanding. lt is the
strength of individual relationships that contribute to community building. A
relationship is not built in one day, as it takes time to build the components that
create a relationship. Some of these components are: trust, understanding of
another's perception or beliefs, knowledge of one's character, and another's
history.
When planning a service project, there are three sets of relationships that
could be built:
r the community between the individuals in the group,
o the community of the individuals of the group and individuals hosting the
service project, and
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o the community between the individuals of the group and the people
receiving services at the host organization.
Building community can be measured by what relationships were created and
how this impacted the lives of the participating parties. Questions to consider
are: do the relationships increase knowledge about life experience, and do the
relationships demonstrate giving and receiving moving in two directions.
C.l Development of a Shared Servant Leadership Model
There is a natural fit to using both the shared Ieadership and the servant
leadership models together. First, the shared leadership model provides an
excellent way to involve and empower people in a process. This model focuses
on using the talents and expertise of the group, and provides a way for the leader
to be a facilitator. With the shared leadership model, the leader does not have to
be the source of all knowledge, but the leader must have strong communication
and facilitation skills to connect people and ideas and divide work. Second, the
servant leadership model provides an ethical and humanitarian way to engage in
relationships with others.
Naturally, there are strengths and weakness of the shared servant
leadership model. The weaknesses include:
r a high requirement for maintenance to the structure,
. a need for group buy-in,
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o a perception of less efficiency than other models such as the
transactional leadership model where the authority and power structure
is more centralized and clear, and
. a need for a leader with facilitation and relationship skills, one who
receives an intrinsic reward for seeing others empowered.
This is a complex structure to maintain, yet the strengths and rewards of this
model have the potential to be very powerful. Some strengths of the shared
leadership model are as follows:
. the emphasis of this model on using the expertise of all involved,
. the depth of Iearning is heightened,
. the commitment level of participants is increased, and finally
. the value placed on transformational relationships is the strongest
feature of this model.
The servant leadership model without the shared leadership model would
be devoid of the structure for division of work. The shared leadership model
without the seruant leadership model would be missing the powerful ethica! and
relationship emphasis. Following is a diagram of how this combined model fits
together.
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* Uses expertise of others
* Builds problem solving skills
* Creates teamwork
* Heightens level of creativity
* Builds trust
* Develops leaders
* Significant value is placed on
relationships between people
* An emphasis on the learning of
individuals on many levels
* A high level of commitment
among people involved
* Conscious effort toward division
of work and team-work
* Encouragement of risk-taking
and creativity







" lnvolves ethical persuasion
* Builds community
* Commits to the growth of
people
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III. APPLICATION OF SHARED SERVANT LEADERSHIP - 4 CASE STUDIES
This application section describes four case studies of typical service
projects. Each case study will be explained and evaluated by how well it
demonstrates the characteristics of the shared servant leadership model.
Analysis and suggestions for improvement will be provided using the five
dimensions of the shared servant Ieadership model: 1 .) Significant value is
placed on relationships between people; 2.) An emphasis on the learning of
individuals on many levels; 3.) A high level of commitment among people
involved; 4.) Conscious effort toward division of work and team-work; and
5.) Encouragement of risktaking and creativity.
A,) Dav of Seruice Example
Planning a day of service is a common way that universities, corporations
and faith-based organizations get involved in the community. Sometimes
universities plan this kind of event as paft of orientation to expose new students
to community organizations off campus. Or, this event could be used as a
publicity effort for a corporation with a goal of sharing a story about how the
corporation is active and gives back to the community. Both of these goals are
reasonable, but is the effort made really achieving the desired result? For this
example, the service will be explained from the perspective of a college planning




lmagine a small school preparing a day of service for all new and
beginning first year students. This event seems to be a terrific way to show the
public how the college is involved in the community, and a way to introduce
hundreds of students to the social service organizations in the area. The initial
planning begins with a team of staff determining the numbers of students
expected to participate, and the numbers of social service organizations needed
to have enough projects for the students. For the sake of this example, 800
students are expected to participate and 30 organizations have agreed to host
the students for a morning and an afternoon shift. With 800 students total, 400
will attend the morning shift of service projects and 400 students will attend the
afternoon shift. There will be 13 - 14 students per group with 60 groups tota!.
This event is extremely high in logistical preparation. Consider the
transportation for these students. The students will need maps and directions
whether they are walking, taking a city bus or taking one of the school's vehicles.
Who wil! provide the orientation for the students? The social service organization
may have a person meet the group to give an orientation to it's mission. Yet,
how will the college be certain this will be arranged for each and every group?
Who will process the event with the students to make sure everyone understood
new issues discovered, or to make sure that misconceived notions about the
organizations' missions were not created? What types of projects will be planned
for each organization to receive 2 groups (a morning and an afternoon shift of
volunteers) of 13 - 14 students? Will these projects be meaningful enough to
pique the interest of students to choose to further engage with local social
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servace organizations? Who will earnestly thank the students and social service
organizations for participating? How will the staff of the college determine if
success was achieved?
The previous paragraph focused on the logistical preparations for this
event, but what about the leadership structure designed into the Iogistical
decision-making? What was forgotten was how to involve the students in the
leadership process. Perhaps the college might train older students to act as
student leaders and help with shuttling the groups to and from the sites. But,
how much training can be given for student leaders who only just returned from
summer break themselves? What if students were not able to go to the
organization they wanted to go to? What if students did not want to participate?
This service project will now be evaluated using the five dimensions of the








The relationships between the staff at the community
organizations and the staff at the college were solely
logistical in nature. The student's time at the
community organizations was too short to create
significant relationships; this service experience was
merely an introduction.
An emphasis on the
learning of individuals
on many levels
The students received introductions and orientations
at the community organizations with minimal time for
questions, discussions and processing.
A high commitment
among people involved
This event was too large in scope and too fast in
timing for significant commitments from the students
or staff at community organizations.
Conscious effort toward
division of work and
teamwork
Ownership and teamwork was not a focus. The
project was simply created by a small team of staff
members at the college.
Encouragement of risk-
taking and creativity
Possibly, visiting a community organization was a
risk for students who were new to this experience.
Creativity was at a minimum.
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To indicate that this event was a failure would be untrue. Students got off
campus and were introduced to an organization in the community. Students
volunteered for a couple of hours and hopefully felt that their time was
worthwhile. The college probably received some positive attention from the
community through planning such a large event. The key component of planning
service projects is deciding the goals and the leadership structure that will be
followed. ln this example, it is unclear which leadership model was followed, and
therefore the results are not as profound as they would be using the shared
leadership model.
The following are suggestions for how the shared servant leadership








Since this service project is only one day long, there
are limitations on the value placed on relationships.
Relationships could be further developed between
the planners of this project at the school and
community organizations if this were ongoing.
An emphasis on the
learning of individuals
on many levels
This service project could be planned as apart of a
college course. lnformation could be studied prior to
the experience and students would have enough
time to process and discuss the experience
afterward. Speakers, such as staff or clients of the
organizations, could meet with the students to
provide additional information and training.
A high commitment
among people involved
Staff at community organizations should also give
input to the structure of this prolect. lf this project
were repeated year after year, the commitment
would be increased between staff at the school and
the staff at a community organization.
Consc ious effort toward
division of work and
teamwork
Students and the staff at community organizations




Wth more people in the planning process, the level
of creativity and risk-taking could be increased.
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Another possible solution is to use this same goal (introducing local social
service organizations to students) and reframe it in a new event. Perhaps a
social seruice organization fair on campus would be a better structure.
Established partnering organizations of the college could be invited to come to
the campus, and students could visit with staff members, and sign up if
interested. Students who were truly interested would sign up and be prepared
for a longer-term commitment.
B.I Service ProiEctE Durins a Travel Seminar
To plan a service project as part of a travel seminar is another way to
participate in a community instead of only assuming the role of a tourist or
student. This example will focus on students at the college level who are
planning an alternative spring break with Habitat for Humanity, an organization
that builds affordable homes. Currently, 10,000+ college students are
participating with Habitat for Humanity's alternative spring break program each
year. For this example, I will use a personal experience of a trip I planned in
college and begin by describing the service project, and then evaluate the
process using the shared servant leadership model. Suggestions for
improvement will be provided.
\Men lwas a senior in college, I planned a spring break trip for 130
students to work with 7 Habitat for Humanity (HFH) affiliates nationwide. I was
the presldent of the college HFH chapter, and was in charge of over-seeing the
planning process that started 5 months prior to the event. Our leadership
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structure consisted of board members and trip leaders, and committees for each
of the trips. Everyone who participated in the experience had a responsibility in
the planning process. There was a board of directors made up of 16 students
and a faculty advisor, two trip leaders for each site (7 locations = 14 leaders), and
committee groups made up of all the participants attending. The following table
shows the division of roles and responsibilities.
This service project will now be evaluated using the five dimensions of the
shared servant leadership model.
Board of Directors Trip Leaders Trip Committees
Budget and fundraising Contacts for locations Educational research
Publicity of service proiect Contacts for participants Documentation / photographs
Determination of locations Facilitators of committees Entertainment research
Recruitment of participants Contacts for college Meal purchases / organization




Evaluation of Service Proiects




Relationships were built between trip participants,
but since the trip was only I days in length, only
acquaintances could be established at the host site.
An emphasis on the
learning of individuals
on many levels
Other than organizing logistics, the leadership was
only minimally shared with the host site. The
expertise of the staff members at each of the host
sites was not utilized for additional learning.
A high commitment
among people involved
All participants on the trip had a role which leads to
some degree of commitment.
Conscious effort toward
division of work and
teamwork
The board of directors made decisions for the trip
leaders and the trip leaders organized the committee
groups to make decisions for each trip. Teamwork,
ownership, and shared responsibility was facilitated.
Encouragement of risk-
taking and creativity
The committees of each trip were encouraged to be
creative with evening activities, meals and a gift of
thanks for the host.
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The following are some suggestions for this project using the shared
servant leadership model.
Sometimes it takes a trip away from home to understand the value of
service, or to reenergize participants for service in the home community. This
service project was a positive event, but the servant leadership side of this model
was very abbreviated because there was no time to develop relationships outside
of the group. The donation of time to the HFH affiliate was positive, but still took
an incredible amount of effort because each the 7 affiliates visited were located
800+ miles away from the school"
C.l Extended Service Within One's Communitv
The example of service prolects as part of an extended experience will be
explained with two situations. The first part will examine an individual
Shared Servant
Leadership Model
Suggestions for Service Projects




The duration of this prolect made it difficult to create
significant relationships. A longer trip, or repeated
trips to the same location could facilitate deeper
relationships.
An emphasis on the
learning of individuals
on many levels
The entire trip should not consist of a service prolect
as there needs to be time for training of how this
project fits into a broader picture.
A high commitment
among people involved
lf the duration of the seruice project was lengthened,
the commitment by participants may increase.
Conscious effort towa rd
division of work and
teamwork
The leadership could be shared with the host
community through utilization of speakers, a
oommunity tour, and educational readings provided
by the host community.
Encouragement of risk-
taking and creativity
The participants could also participate in guided
neighborhood tours, home-stays, or meetings with
people who are buying the homes.
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volunteering in the community. The second part will examine the experience of
an individual participating in a service program for a year.
Many people choose to get involved in their community and volunteer wlth
an organization once a week to once a month on a continuous basis. Once an
individual has established a relationship with the staff members of an
organization and a schedule for volunteering, many things begin to happen that
do not happen with a service project that only lasts a short time. The volunteer
may begin to establish relationships with staff and other volunteers of the
organization and may begin to know some of the clients by name. The volunteer
will not only learn more about the organization's mission, but also about special
needs or challenges.
For example, if a volunteer worked with Project Angel Heart, an
organization that makes nutritious meals for people and families living with HIV /
AlDs in inner-city Denver, the volunteer would learn more about what kinds of
meals are made, what food donations the organization prefers, and would
acquire a deeper understanding of confidentiality practices used by the
organization. As this volunteer learns more about Project Angel Heart and the
mission, the volunteer will probably share experiences with friends and family.
Sharing experiences that this volunteer has learned is a way the volunteer may
start to educate others on the mission of Project Angel Heart. As the volunteer
becomes more involved through the months or years, the chances of
participating in a leadership role increase.
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The shared servant leadership model will now be used to evaluate this
service project.
There are still many variables in this evaluation. First, the relationships
created depend greatly on personality of the volunteer and of the people at the
organization. Additaonally, the numbers of staff, clients and ongoing volunteers
would also have a factor in relationships created. Second, depending on the
skills and experience of the individual volunteer, the role at the organization could
vary significantly. For example, the volunteer role could be to straighten the food
shelf, update the organization's website, or assist with the accounting. Each of
these tasks are important, just different and use different skills. Finally, the
health of the organization would have a factor in how the dimensions of the
shared servant leadership model are utilized. For example, high staff turn-over
at the organization or change in mission could affect the relationships created.
Shared Seruant
Leadership Model





Since this project is ongoing, there would be time to
develop sig n ificant relationships.
An emphasis on the
learning of individuals
on many levels
Learning would continue as the individual observes
or participates in various roles or projects at the




Since this project is ongoing, the individual will
experience ownership and a sense of responsibility
for the tasks assigned.
Conscious effort toward
division of work and
teamwork
The organization may begin to rely on the team-
work of the individual especially since individual as
made an ongoing commitment.
Encouragement of risk-
taking and creativity
As the length of the project increases, the individual
may feel encouraged to take more risks (such as
further exploration of comfort zones) or offer creative
ideas to the organization.
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The following are suggestions for how the dlmensions of the shared
seruant leadership model could be utilized.
The second example of extended service within one's community will
focus on extended service within a year-long service program. There are many
types of service programs that accept volunteers for a year or longer such as:
Americorps, Lutheran Volunteer Corps, the Urban Servant Corps, etc. (Note:
The appendix of this paper has the contact information for these and similar
programs.) The focus of these programs is to work intensely within a community
for a year as a stipend volunteer. In exchange for the service work, sometimes
health benefits, housing, food, and an educational award are provided.
Shared Seruant
Leadership Model





Wth time to develop significant relationships, the
volunteer could connect with staff, board members
and / or clients (if appropriate).
An emphasis on the
learning of individuals
on many levels
The volunteer could engage in many levels at the
organization through reading of the website and
newsletter, to learning about all the programs the
organization facilitates. This information would help




A commitment that is consistent in frequency of time
would probably be most helpful for the organization
and provide routine and continuity for the individual.
Gonscious effort towa rd
division of work and
teamwork
Consistency and frequency would further help assist
with the division of work as the volunteer could
hopefully be trusted with a specific role.
Encouragement of risk-
taking and creativity
The volunteer should be open for ways to serve the
organization. As everyone's skill vary, the volunteer
might discover a specialize role, by being thoughtful
and creative of different skills to offer.
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I will use my year as a fulltime volunteer at the Urban Servant Corps
(USC) in inner city Denver for this example. The USC consists of a group 10
volunteers who live in an intentional community within the house for a year.
Everyone at the house maintains a fulltime job at one of the social service
organizations and agrees to participate in the shared living situation. During my
year, this meant that we shared meals, chores, and planned social activities
together throughout the year. Everyone took turns with all chores, making meals
for other housemates, and planning social activities. The volunteer work that we
each participated in outside of the house was not related to what others in the
house did; except that all work was with local nonprofit organizations.









There was a high level of investment in relationships
within the house and at each of the fulltime positions
as volunteers were placed for a year.
An emphasis on the
learning of individuals
on many levels
Since the group lived together and worked in the
same community, the opportunity to be share daily
learnings and educate other members on our various
roles and organizations was continuous.
A high commitment
among people involved
As the group was orientated to be an intentional
community, commitments of individuals were very
high.
Conscious effort toward
division of work and
teamwork
Ownership and responsibilities in the house were




As the group was living in the inner city with limited
resources day-to-day Iife sometimes had unique
challenges: money, transportation, and / or changes
with work environments. Risk-taking and the
opportunity to be creative were continuous.
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The following are suggestions for how the dimensions of the shared servant
leadership model could be utilized.
Yet, as it is natural for relationships between some people to be stronger
than others depending on personal values or interests, adherence to the servant
leadership model varied. Some members struggled with understanding the
perspective of others because the intensity of listening and empathy varied.
Some members were more natural stewards of others and of the house
resources, and those who lacked these traits created moments of friction. For








Understanding one's role is important to placing
value on relationships. Knowing that a year is a big
commitment, but still a temporary placement will help
orient a volunteer's expectations, goals and
knowledge of what could be accomplished.
An emphasis on the
learning of individuals
on many levels
The volunteer should have a mindset of seeing
others as "teachers". Volunteers, staff at the
organizations, clients, board members and neighbors
should be considered as teachers of information and
perspectives. Considerations should be made that
not all teachers are overt in their role.
A high commitment
among people involved
A year of service is big commitment. Volunteers
should take into consideration of what this means
financially and relationally (with friends and family
especially if the placement is in another town).
Gonscious effort towa rd
division of work and
teamwork
The division of chores and making meals for other




With the structure of this volunteer experience, risk-
taking should be considered as a way to increase
learning. The challenge of creativity is endless as
one is Iiving in a supportive environment.
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better at budget shopping, whereas others bought freely without regard to the
budget. We were not following a specific leadership model we were just trying to
live in community, and if we would have had the shared servant leadership model
and agreed to abide by it, our methods of working together would have been
different.
D.l Seruice Partnerships Between Iwo Orqanizations
This service project describes a partnership between two organizations:
an inner city and a suburban church. The service provided is relational. This
example is lifted from a true experience of a pastor at an inner city church who
was approached by a pastor at a suburban church who wanted to do a service
project with his youth. The pastor at the suburban church thought that his youth
could learn from the service project and the urban church would be the recipient
of this service. For clarity, the pastor of the inner city church will be named
Pastor lvanson, and the pastor of the suburban church will be named Pastor
Stephan.
ln the initial contact with Pastor lvanson, Pastor Stephan explained that
his youth group could provide art supplies for the Sunday school, and raise
money for outdoor recreational equipment such as basketballs and hoops. This
project would be a part of the spring confirmation curriculum and eventually, he
explained that other members of his congregation could plan other service
projects for whatever else was needed.
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Pastor lvanson had planned to purchase school and art supplies for the
Sunday school and the recreational equipment, besides other items for his
church, and had been intending on writing a grant for the funding. The phone
call from his colleague, Pastor Stephan, was appreciated, but Pastor lvanson
was concerned that the service would only move in one direction, from the
suburban church to the inner city church. Pastor lvanson was concerned about
his church being only a recipient, and if that relatlonship were to progress, how
his congregation might respond. For example, his congregation would be
appreciative of the supplies and equipment, but Pastor lvanson was concerned
that if that relationship progressed and continued as helper and receiver, then his
church may begin to expect service from others.
This seruice example is stil! only in the beginning process of the planning.
The intentions of the pastor at the suburban church are altruistic and positive.
The feelings of the pastor at the inner city church are appreciative and cautious.
The next steps of the planning process might involve how these churches could
work together and part of this process could be to overtly select a leadership
model. The following is an evaluation for how the dimensions of the shared
servant leadership mode! was utilized.
Shared Seruant
Leadership Model





Both parties in this relationship need to have a giving
and a receiving role for this relationship to be
significant within this model.
An emphasis on the
learning of individuals
on many levels
The suburban church is now only in a giving role and
has not considered what could be learned from the
urban church. lf this relationship became more
horizontal from its current vertical standing, learning
on more levels would be increased.
A high commitment
among people involved
lf the "giving roles" in the relationship between these
two churches were more balanced, the commitment
for either side would need to be elevated.
Gonscious effort toward
division of work and
teamwork




There are many opportunities in this sanitation for
creativity and risk-taking, but to do this the churches
will need to decide how to work together.
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lf both churches make a commitment to creating relationships that are
reflective of the gifts and needs on both sides, and a determination of service
moving both directions, the first steps of sharing the leadership will begin. The
discussions will have to include how the ownership will be shared and how to
engage both churches in the problem solving. The servant leadership addition
will include how each side is listened to and how the process of building
community works. !f both churches agree to an overtly selected leadership
model for their relationship, the possibility of finding common goals and building a
partnership would be heightened. lf the shared servant leadership model were to
be selected, and there was a commitment to adhere to the qualities of this model,
the relationship between these churches could be transformational.
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The following are suggestions for how the dimensions of the shared
servant leadership model could be utilized during a partnership between two
organizations.
lV. Conclusion
A.) Summary ,of this Application Proiect
This leadership application project was created to study two leadership
models, the shared leadership model and the servant leadership model, and
provide the rationale for how each is used for planning service projects. This
paper started with the shared leadership model. An introduction of the theorists
of this model was followed by an explanation of the risks and benefits. The
Shared Seruant
Leadership Mode!





This relationship needs to include giving and
receiving for it to be more horizontal for both.
An emphasis on the
learning of individuals
on many levels
Recognizing gifts and needs, and that all people can
be teachers and learners is a way to be open to
many levels of learning.
A high commitment
among people involved
Expecting and working through misunderstandings
or disagreements with a commitment to the long
term is where transformational learning and
relationsh ips develop.
Gonsc ious effort toward
division of work and
teamwork
These churches need to determine how to be both
gives and receivers in this relationship. To do this,
each will need to assess their gifts and needs and
commit to a relationship based on a partnership.
Encouragement of risk-
taking and creativity
To ask for help is not easy, and to be a giver but not
a controller, takes conscious self-monitoring. For
two different organizations to work together will take
a commitment of risk-taking and creativity.
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shared Ieadership model is an exceptional way to involve participants in the
process of planning and heighten the level of learning throughout the experience.
Next, the servant leadership model was explained, and the ten
components of servant leadership were defined along with applications in
planning service pro.lects. The servant leadership model provides a relational
process for working with others in healthy and empowering relationships.
The next section of the paper contained four examples of service projects
and how they would be evaluated using the shared servant leadership model.
Using the shared servant leadership model to evaluate a service project after it is
completed is challenging, as it is not the leadership model used in each situation.
The key to using this leadership model is that there needs to be a commitment to
use the model. Using the shared servant leadership model is a continual
process for any group and it should be referred to frequently.
The strength of the shared servant leadership model is that shared
Ieadership provides a way to engage the people, and a way to operate. Servant
leadership is about what kinds of relationships are built in the process. Servant
leadership emphasizes the value of relations between people, whereas shared
leadership explains how to create a shared mission and divide the tasks.
F.l P+rsonf,l Reflections on the Shared Seruant Leadership Model
The aspects of this model that I find appealing are its basis in valuing the
experience of others. lt is essential when applying this model, that there is a
commitment to the relationships throughout the process. Building shared servant
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leadership is creating true collaboration and acknowledging that everyone has
gifts and needs.
When the Ieadership is shared, an opportunity is provided for others to
develop leadership capacities and to engage at a new level. Sharing the
leadership is valuing the uniqueness and diversity of others. lt is knowing that
when more people give input and share skills, leadership of the group is
strengthened, not weakened.
These thoughts on leadership closely abide with my spiritual
understanding of love and connections between people. My spiritual
understanding is that the essence of God is of love. God loves us
unconditionally and wants us to love each other. God sent Jesus to provide a
leadership model for how we are to engage in the world. As stated previously in
this paper, Jesus can be viewed as the first servant leader. Everything he did on
this earth demonstrated how we are to care for one another. Jesus was action
focused. His words and his deeds supported each other. He engaged in the
community around him in a meaningful way. Not only did he include ordinary
people, but those who were cast out from mainstream society. Jesus knew his
neighbors. ln numerous examples in the Bible Jesus taught people how to be
better Ieaders. The following verse from the Bible has impacted my thoughts
about how to be active in the community.
We know love by this, that he laid down his life for us - and we ought to Iay
down our Iives for one another. How does God's love abide in anyone who
has the world's goods and sees a brother or sister in need and yet refuses




This verse makes a distinction between loving with words, and loving with
actions. I believe to show my love for others with action is to be involved in the
community by communicating and building relationships with others, and by
volunteering my gifts.
There is a second part to what this verse calls me to do that is important,
and that is to love with truth. Acknowledging truth is not easy. Acknowledging
the truth of what my own needs are is humbling. Acknowledging the truth of what
the gifts and needs are in my community takes an investment of time. But, "to
acknowledge" is still passive, and this verse calls us to action. Truth asks the
questions: What are my gifts? What do I need to share? What is my need?
What is the truth about my relationship with the people in my community?
ln the framework of my faith values and the shared servant leadership
model, I believe leadership is strengthened when the leadership is shared among
all people. lt is also through healthy relationships in which the individuals
involved make a conscious effort to be servants to one another that healing and
transformation can begin, where justice is founded, and where love prevails.
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The following are the names and address of year-long service programs that
exemplifrT the shared servant leadership model.
Americorps NFlional Gommunity Service
Address: 1201 New York Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20525
Phone: 202-606-5000 Website: www.nationalservice.org
Elorder Servant Corns
Address: 1701 E. Missouri, Las Cruces, NM 88001
Phone: 505-522-71 19 Wehsite: www.servantcorps.org/bsc.html
Catholic Gharities Volunteer Gorps
eapolis, MN 55407
Phone: 612-664-8600 Website: www.ccspm.org/volunteer/volunteer.html
Jesuit Volunteer Corps
Address: PO Box 3928, Portland, OR 97208
Phone: 503-335-8202 Website: www.JesuitVolunteers.org/
Luthelg! Service Corps
Phone: 402-457-5890
Street, Omaha, NE 68111
Website : www. lscomaha. org
Lutheran Vqlunteer Corps
Address: 226 Vermont Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-387-3222 Website: www.lvchome.org
Mqnnonite Urban Corps
Address: 5615 Stanton Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15206
Phone: 412-362-2268 Website: www.mennocorps.org/
Pqage Corps
Address: 1111 20th Street NW, Washington, D.C. 20526
Phone: 800-424-8580 Website: www.peacecorps.gov
Urban $ervant Corps
Address: 1660 Ogden Street, Denver, Colorado 80218
Phone: 303-894-0070 Website: www.servantcorps.org/index.html
Augsburg College
Lindell Library
Minneapolis, MN $5454
